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BIRTH OF A NEW PHILATELIC ITEM. THE SCARCE - AND VERY
INTERESTING - HANGSELL PACK (SEE LEAD STORY THIS MONTH)
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NEW ZEALAND NOTES AND COMMENT by Warwick Paterson
The Development of New Zealand Post's Self-Adhesive "Convenience"
Products as a new class of Philatelic Collectable gained momentum last
month.
Self-adhesives, those ubiquitous peel and stick staples of modem stamp
issuing have certainly taken the stamp market by storm (read next month
about Enschede, one of the world's major self-adhesive stamp printers).
There seems to be no end in sight to the ways in which Post Offices make
stamps"easy and convenient to use - and presumably thereby increase the use
of the post. Self-adhesives are one of these ways and New Zealand Post's
development of these products into booklets, rolls and now "hangsell"
packs, has given collectors new ramifications enough to keep them busy
well into the future. Only time will tell of course which of these items will
be the real winners. Perhaps the scenic self-adhesive booklets with their
"Marlborough Sounds" errors - or maybe the hangsell packs with "surplus"
blocks ofjumbo roll self-adhesives (originally prepared for mechanical use
in the production of first day covers). It is the latter that I want to discuss
this month.
Starting with the 1996 Scenic Issue of which a self-adhesive block often
was packaged and issued in limited quantities in "hangsell" form through
Post Shops, this series has continued through the Wacky Letterboxes (1997),
Creepy Crawlies (1997), Greetings Issue (1998), Health Issue (1998) and
now the Town Icons Issue. Those lucky enough to have secured an example
in each case have, I believe, the makings of one of the most interesting series
of the current era and as ever the early issues will be the scarce ones and
hardest to find.
As dealers we have noticed a quickening of interest in these types of fully
authentic New Zealand Post products. By fully authentic, I mean that they
have, without exception, been made available through Post Shops at face
value, admittedly for a brief period of issue. To those clients who have
made a speciality of securing each example as it has come to hand, we are at
present attempting to source a suitable type of album - probably loose-leaf which will house the packs safely in perpetuity. Admittedly they are not
easy items to mount for display but they have a considerable charm in their
"as issued" state with printed header board with hanging slot and stapled
clear plastic bag to accommodate the stamps. Perhaps the major point is, as
already mentioned, that they contain examples scarce surplus selfadhesive blocks of stamps and are the only way in which these are issued.

or

"I had to write to let you know how delighted I am with the quality of the
items you send but more particularly with the service you are providing - it
is superb. I only wish I had changed from my previous supplier years ago!"
- (DB, E. Yorks)
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To fmd a similar example go back to 1901 when the originalld Universal
booklets;appeared first, simply with panes taken from ld Universal sheets.
In time the format became much more standardised with special booklet
printing plates and guillotined panes of stamps with advertising interleaving,
outside covers, and other features, all of which are extremely sought-after
today. For another example look at the "Dickie" rolls - the first penny-inthe-slot machine stamps - again 1d Universals - which produced their own
range of oddities, variety, rarity and other features. Another specialist area
today.
Back to the present - or is it the future? New Zealand Post's latest set of
stamps - the 1998 Town Icons is an issue which is destined for huge
popularity among the population at large. The last set - the "Kiwiana" set of
several years ago took the market by storm with its down-home depiction of
every day icons of the New Zealand lifestyle. The current set focuses on
towns with character which is inextricably entwined with their icon of
choice. In some cases it's a natural product (spring water, paua, crayfish);
produce (carrots, kiwifruit, dairy); recreation (trout fishing); farming
industry (shearing, sheepdogs and dairy cattle) and Maori myth (Pania of the
reef). Whatever it is these often tiny country centres will have a character of
their own and a set of stamps which imrnortalises that and broadcasts it to
the world is bound to provide a lot of satisfaction and enjoyment for a lot of
people. However, here's the interesting development. New Zealand Post, in
what can be seen as a brilliant stroke of either public spiritedness or clever
marketing, has produced a set often hangsell packs - in very limited
quantities - one for each of the local "icons" depicted on the stamps. So you
have a local hangsell pack for Riverton which contains blocks of selfadhesive stamps (24 stamps) all featuring the Paua (shellfish) icon which is a
feature of the town. These "one design" local icon packs were only made
available in limited quantities in each of the ten centres depicted and will, we
believe, have been rushed by the local population and businesses as scarce
collectables relating to their town and their town alone - the pride/ promotional spin off for them is self evident.
From the point of view of collectors of hangsell packs a set of all ten packs
would be a desirable objective. It will be difficult - most towns by now will
have sold out, we believe, and unless you actually go to the town concerned
and buy a pack it is difficult to see how such a set could be accumulated.
New Zealand Post is not supplying the separate town icons or regular
hangsells to collectors on their mailing list.
We have been able to obtain some supplies of hangsell packs from the
different centres and have even made up some complete sets which will
inevitably be of considerable rarity. By the time this Newsletter is issued we
are confident of still having individual icon packs available for collectors on
our mailing lists.
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N.B. New Zealand Post has also made available to its entire mailing list
the town icon self-adhesives in blocks. Note that we do not consider that
these blocks have been authentically issued (i.e. through Post Shops) and
they will not be listed in the CP Catalogue as such. The town icon hangsell
packs complete with multiples, will however. Note also that the complete
set of town icons is available in a block of ten stamps on self-adhesive
backing paper and this conventional hangsell pack has been made available
by New Zealand Post throughout New Zealand in Post Shops. Collectors
will, in all likelihood, be wise to secure an example of the "regular" hangsell
pack as supplies are unlikely to last more than a month after issue when they
are normally withdrawn from circulation.
We have adequate supplies of these regular hangsell packs for the time being
and those interested in securing an example should let us know.
NEW ISSUES AND VARIETIES
By Warwick Paterson and Rob Talbot
Christmas Issue (2 September 1998)
This highly stylised set of six values plus one self-adhesive booklet design
were printed by Southern Colour Print of Dunedin by offset lithography in
four process colours plus one special colour. They were designed by Sally
Simons of Kaeo and are printed on 103gsm gummed red phosphor coated
stamp paper with horizontal mesh. The self-adhesive stamps in the booklet
are printed on B90 self-adhesive stamp paper.

The designs are:
40c (Sheet stamp and self-adhesive stamp) - Virgin Mary and the Messiah
70c Shepherds Approach Virgin Mary, Joseph and the Messiah
80c Virgin May, Joseph and the Messiah
$1
Wise Man
$1.50 Three Wise Men
$1.80 Angel telling the Shepherds about the Messiah
Perforations gauge 13.4 x 13.7 and in the self-adhesive booklet which was
printed by Australia Post Sprintpak by lithography with stochastic screening,
die cut perforations measure 11.3 x 11.3.
There are ten stamps in the self-adhesive booklet, 100 stamps in the sheet
and New Zealand Post have provided a self-adhesive coil of 100 stamps.
Underwater World (7 October 1998)
This issue offour 40c designs and four 80c designs was produced in two
different sheets containing se-tenant blocks of four, one sheet for the 40c
stamps and one for the 80c stamps. The designs are:
40c Moonfish; 40c Mako shark; 40c Yellowfin tuna; 40c Giant squid
80c Striped marlin; 80c Porcupine fish; 80c Eagle ray; 80c Sandager's
Wrasse.
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The stamps were printed by Southern Colour Print by lithography on
I03 gsm gummed red phosphor coated stamp paper with horizontal mesh.
Four process and two special colours were used for both sheets. The stamps
were designed by Geoffrey Cox, Auckland and appear in sheets of 100
stamps. Perforations gauge 14.
This is a set of striking colour and dramatic effect as one would expect from
a designer as competent as Geoffrey Cox. Each design is delightful on its
own with clear definition, colours and features and in the se-tenant block
they look even better. Educational as well as visually satisfying - well done
New Zealand Post.
Town Icons Booklet Issue (7 October 1998)
This set of self-adhesive stamps appeared in a booklet especially produced
for the purpose and contains ten values. All stamps have a face value of 40c
and the designs are as follows:
Paeroa-flavoured spring water; Ohakune-carrots; Gore - trout fishing;
Kaikoura - means "eat crayfish"; Te Kuiti - the shearing capital; Napier
"Pania of the Reef'; Riverton - paua (Shellfish) products; Te Puke Kiwifruit capital; Lake Tekapo - Friday the border collie; Haweradairylands "Big Cow".
This issue is dealt with in some detail in other parts of the current
Newsletter. As well as appearing in a booklet, hangsell packs have been
distributed including a block of ten self-adhesive stamps originally prepared
for first day cover production. This hangsell pack was made available
throughout both New Zealand in Post Shops. Additionally "local" hangsell
packs have been provided containing 24 examples in self-adhesive blocks
and pairs of the stamp relating to individual towns and icons. These special
local hangsell packs were sold only in the towns depicted..
Reprint noted
Self-adhesive Scenic Definitives - Booklet
Readers will recall that this is the booklet that produced the timeless error
"Tory Channel- Marlborough Sounds" with Marlborough Sounds omitted.
In the current printing the Marlborough Sounds error has been corrected but
the following differences have been noted. The cover colour is changed
from Bright Vermilion to Deep Scarlet and the third cover panel which folds
inside the booklet is Imm longer and has new advertising. These are
dramatic and visual changes. On the front cover there is a new font for
"New Zealand Post" and a logo of different proportions.
The paper used to print the stamps appears to be finer that the original
printing and this paper reacts to UV more brightly than the original. Mesh is
finer than previously.

SPECIAL SITUATIONS:
FORTUNE FAYOURS THE ENQUIRING MIND
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Fastway Post - The niggling begins

In the last issue I asked the hypothetical question "Does the Future Look Like
This". Even ifit doesn't - and there's no harm in hoping - perhaps the following
does as New Zealand Post settles into a world of free and untrammelled
competition. Indeed this type of skirmish may become commonplace as new
entrants try to grab a piece of the postal dollar.
Last month New Zealand Post accused Fastway Post of copying their logos and
colours and through it's lawyers of "passing of misleading and deceptive
conduct" and "unauthorised and deliberate misuse" of its brand which is
prohibited under the Fair Trading Act. The implication is that New Zealand Post
may take Fastway to court ifit does not change its livery. Predictably, Bill
McGowan, founder of Fastway, promised a vigorous defence and refused to be
intimidated. Central to the argument is Fastway's use of the word "POST" in
white block lettering on a red rectangular background. This, according to New
Zealand Post's lawyers, means that Fastway is suggesting an association with
New Zealand Post. The lawyers went on "the styling is to all intents and
purposes indistinguishable from that which has been used by New Zealand Post
over a substantial period of time, and in respect of which New Zealand Post has
earned a long-standing goodwill". McGowan met with New Zealand Post and
emerged stating that New Zealand Post wanted Fastway to change all its colours
and logos. "We have a big investment in this business and we don't think the two
colour schemes and logos are even similar. New Zealand Post should get out and
compete fairly".
In response New Zealand Post agreed that it did not own the word "POST" or
the red and white livery but there was a question of common usage and
association with the company over the 150 years New Zealand Post has been in
business. (Hang on a minute. Was NZ Post really using red and white "Post"
logos 150 years ago and wasn't the very purpose and intent of the new
legislation to break that 150 year monopoly and give Joe Citizen a bit of
choice?).
David and Goliath struggles often bring a tear to the eye especially when the little
guy gets to kick sand. Apparently in 1992 the two companies had a difference of
opinion over confusion between the brands "Fastway Post" and "Fastpost" which
is New Zealand Post-speak for "airmail". New Zealand Post, was sent packing
when it was pointed out to them that the "Fastway Post" brand actually preceded
"Fastpost". History doesn't relate whether NZ Post ever apologised for
appropriating Fastway Post's brand on that occasion. And (tongue in cheek) CP
Newsletter asks whether denying that Fastway Post has an association with New
Zealand Post rings hollow when Fastway Post has the right to use New Zealand
Post's collection, sorting and distribution networks for a fee.
The look of the future? Regrettably, Yes.
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STAMP CATALOGUES - WHY DOES IT MATTER?
Response from USA readers to my article in the September issue was swift
and generally favourable. There seems to be unanimity of opinion towards
the Scott United States Catalogue. One who wrote was Stanley J Kundin of
Maryland, New Zealand coils specialist, successful exhibitor and frequent
visitor to New Zealand. Stan responded to the article as follows:
"You seem to have summed up the conflicts between the different catalog
publishers here in the U.S. However, though you state that U.S. specialists
use the Scott specialised catalog while complaining about it's shortcomings,
these shortcomings seem to grow proportionally to the degree of
specialization. I believe this is typical for all countries.
"As an example, I also have a specialized collection of Canadian Stamps but
the Unitrade Catalog which uses the Scott numbers (under license), and
supplements the basic Scott data by the use of lower case Roman numerals
to cope with the many significant varieties of the basic stamp covered by
that Scott number. A quite simple and effective, open ended system which I
adapted to my own computerized check list of U.S. definitives.
"Most general dealers here describe their ordinary stock using Scott numbers
while those who have specialized stocks will also append the appropriate
specialized foreign catalog number. There have been a few I've dealt with
who use the CP numbers on their N.Z. stamps. However, I have yet to see a
dealer who has his stock listed under the Minkus (or Kraus-Minkus)
numbering system. Jacques' system is now essentially obsolete and should
be allowed to die naturally. If they want to stay in the album business, they
can just describe the issues without catalog numbers as many other album
printers do now. I must add however, that few people here in the U.S.
appreciate the overzealous manner in which Scott pursues any perceived
usurpation of their system but there is little we can do.
"As a collector of New Zealand's stamps, I use a Scott album, but there are a
large number ofblank pages to handle all the non-Scott listed material. I
must admit that for the first year or so, I had great difficulty understanding
the CP numbering system and had to use tabbed dividers to more easily find
the series I was looking for. However, though you do list many, many
varieties that Scott ignores, the CP catalog has it's shortcomings also. You
seem to ignore several classes of coils that interest me (as a specialist). You
do list several of the slot machines coils, the Dickies, Parker, War Tax and
Auckland Exhibition, but what about the many Slot Machine and Lightning
Roll coils which appeared later?
"The major problem I had while developing a specialized collection of New
Zealand's coils was to find out what existed in the way of slot machine and
Lightning Roll varieties. I've only recently discovered that the Yzd Green
KGVI and the Yzd QEII existed in coil form. I still don't know all the coils
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which were produced for the Lightning affixing machine. It seems to me
that as the premier catalog of Kiwi stamps, you have some degree of
responsibility to cover the subject, ifnot as regular catalog items, then at
least as basic listing of what is known. I again refer back to the first
paragraph, where I mentioned that the perceived shortcomings in a catalog
are determined by the degree of specialization."
Speaking for the CP Catalogue, in answer to Stan's point about the nonlisting of machine and lightning roll varieties, Stan raises a basic point in CP
cataloguing policy and one which applies to this day with some of the new
productions appearing in Postshops. In general terms it has to be said that
unless a variety is able to be conclusively differentiated from the general
issue it is extremely difficult to establish a reliable listing in the specialised
catalogue. If the differentiation is simply "guillotined perforations" or
"pinholes" or even "start and end papers", then while such issues might well
be mentioned in a small type note, an actual listing becomes an
impossibility. It is quite simply too easy to "create" the variety that is
required and to put a price or a premium on such material would be
extremely counter-productive. In fact the actual means of dispensing stamps
has been varied and ever changing over the years and may well be a study in
itself (as Stan is proving today). Where the issue has featured a difference in
perforation or mesh or something else, clearly readily identifiable, then a
listing becomes de rigeuer.
New Zealand Post Stamps Business Unit
Russell Watson addresses Philatelic Societies

In a report on an address by business Unit Manager, Russell Watson, to the
Hutt Valley Philatelic Society, we found some more interesting gleanings
which give pointers to New Zealand Post's thinking on the future of stamp
issuing.
•

•
•

•

New Zealand Post's database of collectors has 70,000 names. The
record does not state whether all of the 70,000 buy stamps from New
Zealand Post.
20,000 New Zealand children pay to belong to the Stamp Hunters
Club, which has seven mailings a years.
A group of Postal administrations including Canada, Australia and
New Zealand has recently formed a committee to promote the hobby
at an international level.
E Stamps (for electronic stamps). A concept which has been
introduced recently by USPS. These allow the customer to use the
internet to print digital stamps with barcode on an envelope using a
Personal Computer (PC). Benefits are convenience, speed,
traceability and security. "Smart stamps" have already been approved
by the USPS. Payment for these stamps is by credit card or your
computer. This gives you your own postal ATM with the card being
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•

•

•

able to be topped up by your machine from EFTPOS or Automatic
charging to your bank account. It is expected that the E Stamp will
probably take the place of the franking machine for businesses.
Russell Watson states that he wants stamps "capped" so that the total
cost per year is no more than $80 per set of singles not including
miniature sheets.
Blockbuster issues coming up are a Super Twelve Rugby issue of five
$4 booklets, each featuring one of the New Zealand teams. Total cost
of this is expected to be $20 (i.e. face-value).
There will be a Millennium issue for the year 2000 Sunrise, this will
be a multi-country promotion involving at least four other countries
(China, Australia, USA and Canada). There will be another
America's Cup issue, an issue for the Sydney Olympics and another
set of famous Kiwis preceded by a public selection as previously.

The Town Icons booklets are the first to be produced with stamps of
different sizes. Another first is the local hangsell packs containing local
icons in self-adhesive multiples (see elsewhere in this months Newsletter).
WE MUST BUY
It is often not appreciated that in order to procure the best of New Zealand specialised
philatelic material, we as a company have to pay top prices on the world market. What's
more over the years we have had to maintain our buying levels for quality material and
constantly review our approach to buying to make sure that we are able to offer vendors
a fully competitive - or better - deal than anything else offering in the market place.
We've been here for fifty years and continue to offer the finest possible quality. This
suggests to us - and perhaps to you too - that we are consistently getting the buying
aspect of our business right.
At present we are keen to purchase top quality specialised earlier issues in very
fine condition and we are prepared to buy anywhere in the world in order to
secure the quality of material which we consider suitable to offer to our clients.
The following are particularly in demand and are representative of the type of material
for which we pay the highest possible prices.
New Zealand Chalons
Virtually all varieties are required and the higher the quality, the better the condition, and
the scarcer the varieties, the better we like it. The scarcer varieties in unused condition
are always in demand and there are virtually no exceptions to this rule.
First and Second Sidefaces
Unhinged mint and very fine used are required across all specialised groups. Material on
cover, multiples and listed varieties, fine mint or fine used, are always in demand.
1898 Pictorials
This is an area which has experienced a "run" over the past year or so, this being the
Centennial year of the issue. Despite the fact that we have probably handled more very
fine 1898 Pictorial material in a short space of time than ever before (including major
varieties, shades, and so forth,) we still require fine unhinged mint of all varieties and
very fine used right through to the rarities and scarcer watermark varieties (6d and 1/-)
nrh.,:.rp n.n("pc no::·.n;TP rp~pnth, p~r~l!:ltpti
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Y>d Green Mt Cook
Demand for this issue has hardened and exceptional material like plate blocks
throughout all issues is extremely in demand.
1d Universals
If you are in the market to sellld Universals, let us have a description of your collection
or of the specific material you have to sell. Our market is selective and very well
informed but for items of significance and exceptional quality we have buyers waiting.
King Edward VII
Again, stocks have been fairly heavily in demand over the past six months or so and
similar comments to the Id Universals apply.
1d Dominion
In top quality, particularly mint, specialised virtually anything is in demand. An
extremely popular issue and one for which we pay top prices for selected material.
Condition is paramount.
King George V
Particularly in recess engraved we require plate blocks, unhinged mint and variety
material. There is steady demand for fine used and in the surface prints our stocks are
depleted and need rebuilding, unhinged mint and fine used. Again let us know what you
have.
1935 Pictorials
There is continuing high level of demand for exceptional items, plate varieties in
positional blocks, mint, and scarcer issues in fine condition - mint or used. Let us know
what you have. Again fine condition is the sine qua non.
Write now with the description of your material detailing varieties, specifYing condition
and, where possible, and where known, giving some idea of value or price required. Any
approaches will be treated completely without obligation and as an opportunity to advise
you on your best course of action. Naturally with highly desirable material it is likely
that this advice will include a valuation and offer.
We travel to buy and can invariably make arrangements to help you achieve your
objectives.
Give us the Opportunity to Assist - Whatever the material it is certain we
will be able to Offer You Valuable Information at the very least.
Wherever you are in the world phone us for a chat if you feel we can help:
Warwick Paterson
CAMPBELL PATERSON LTD
General Building, POBox 5555
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND
Tollfree from UK 0500893975, Tollfree from USA 18004348185
Phone: +6493793086, Fax No: +6493793087
Email: service@<;pnzstamps.cQ.nz
STOP PRESS: We need all Modern Errors,
Missing Colours, Offsets, Perf. Varieties.
YOU NAME IT WE NEED IT!

ELEVEN
Superb Selection of Mint Unhinged
250 (a) Z15g £1 Rose Pink Long Type Fiscal (1907) watennark W7a, perf
14Y2 x 14. Absolutely magnificent UHM block of four OG. Centred
fractionally high but this is a wonderful piece of dramatic appearance
(new Catalogue price UHM $700)
(b) Z36c 7/6d Grey Anus Type in WigginsTeape single watennark, perf
14. Superb UHM example - Perfect
(c) Z40a 12/6d Deep Plum, Anus Type, single watennark, perf 14
Cowan paper - Beautiful unhinged mint (new Catalogue price)
251
K20b and K21b George V 2/- and 3/- Admirals. The scarce issue
in the case of the 3/- certainly seldom seem in the case of the 2/-.
Magnificent UHM/perfect blocks of four. Extremely difficult to
duplicate today on Cowan paper

POA
$ 250
$ 500

POA
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ACCESSORIES
1998 Christmas Discount Offer
Weare pleased to make this very special discount offer from this accessories list,
this month only:For all purchases over $100
10% discount
For all purchases over $200
20% discount
Terms: applies to paid-up CPNL subscribers only - includes the CP catalogue.
Orders must be received by us 1'I_30 th November 1998. Discounts apply for this
month only.
The complete range of philatelic accessories stocked by Campbell Paterson Ltd. All
items are quality products made from philatelically safe materials.
Please note all accessories prices include GST: post and packing extra.
The CP Catalogue - CAMPBELL PATERSON LTD CATALOGUEHANDBOOK OF NEW ZEALAND STAMPS 1855-1998. Famous throughout the
philatelic world and beyond, the world's first loose-leaf stamp catalogue. Large
Silver Exhibition medals winner, with its loose-leaf fonnat, fine colour reproductions,
strong manufacture and wealth of infonnation, varieties and prices, it is the essential
addition to a New Zealand collector's library, or any library.
The CP Catalogue - everything you ever wanted to know about New Zealand Stamps
but were afraid to ask!!
$140.65
+ post and packing
(overseas export $125 + post and packing)
All purchasers will receive a complimentary copy of the 1999 supplement
We can also supply the gold-blocked binder on its own
$ 48.35
Hawid mounts:
Offering quality protection for your stamps we have the full range of sizes in both
Black and Clear
Black
Black
Clear
Clear
8.50
122 x 90mm
6.00
21mm
10.50
24mm
8.50
9.50
11.50
130 x 85mm
10.50
10.50
26mm
10.50
8.50
148 x 105mm
10.50
8.50
11.50
10.50
27mm
10.50
160 x l20mm
10.50
29mm
10.50
8.50
210 x l70mm
11.50
30mm
8.50
297 x 2l0mm
17.00
12.50
10.50
31mm
10.50
6.50
8.50
Mixed strips
6.50
33mm
10.50
8.50
Mixed blocks
9.50
10.50
36mm
11.50
17.50
17.50
12.50
Special Strips
4.20
3.70
39mm
12.50
10.50
21 x24mm
24x4lmm
4.20
3.70
4lmm
12.50
10.50
4.20
3.70
12.50
44mm
11.50
30 x 35mm
3.70
4.20
12.50
10.50
30 x 4lmm
48mm

Companion Binder to the CP Cat is the CP Newsletter BinderGold Blocking on front and spine, needed by every subscriber
to the CP Newsletter
$ 28.15

THIRTEEN

55mm
66mm
70mm
76mm
86mm

12.50
11.50
10.50
10.50
11.50

10.50
8.50
8.50
8.50
8.50

35 x 35mm
35 x 37mm
37 x 35mm
41 x24mm
41 x 30mm
44x27mm

4.80
4.80
4.80
4.20
4.20
4.20

-

-

3.70
3.70
3.70

I All accessories prices include GST - post and packing extra
Tweezers - Something every philatelist needs:
Lighthouse brand professional philatelists stamp tweezers, chromium plated,
carrying sheath
pointed tip
Safe solingen brand: straight end:
"
II
round tip
spade tip
"
pointed tip
bent end
round tip
"
spade tip
Stanley Gibbons Stamp Colour Key for shade identification
SG Instanta perf gauge, the best perforation gauge available
Lighthouse folded stamp hinges 1000 x
SG Thirkell philatelic position finder
Arricators (gummed philatelic arrows)
packs of 100 available in red, green, white,
black, blue and yellow
UV Lamp - Lighthouse transistorised ultra-violet lamp for
fluorescent stamps, repairs, forgeries (requires 4 x AA
batteries, not included)
Watermark detector tray, black
Hawid cutting knife and glass ruler set for accurate, neat
Hawid mounts cutting
Hawid mount adhesive
Magnifiers - A range to suit all requirements:
Lighthouse glass magnifier 50mm 4 x
Waltex pocket sliding magnifier 3 x
Eveready illuminated Magna Viewer
Acromatic lens 20 x in leather pouch
Folding aluminium halfx halflinen tester x 6.2
Monocular eye magnifier - clips on to glasses
Stamp Albums
Frank Godden Ltd - The FG Warwick luxury handmade
Stamp album, old style boxed album containing 50
faced leaves
50 extra leaves for the FG Warwick
G F Rapkin Ltd - The Favourite Philatelic Album
No. 66 contains 50 leaves

plus
$10

$
$
$
$
$
$

8
8
8
8

8
8

$30
$20

$ 9
$ 5

95c ea

$52

$ 3
$13.50

$ 4
$15

$ 6
$ 5
$11
$20
$28

$266.15
$ 94.60
$ 65.00
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The Lighthouse New Zealand stamp album in two
volumes, hinge1ess, complete to 1996, the only album
you will want for your New Zealand stamp collection,
top of the range, absolutely superb printed album designed
in co-operation with Campbell Paterson Ltd and using the
CP catalogue as a guide.
$1,645.00
Purchasers ofthe New Zealand Lighthouse from this advertisement at this price will
be sent the 1997 supplement when issued in July at no extra cost.
Also available The Lighthouse NZ Binder only
$195.00
and packs of 12 extra leaves
$ 19.00
previous years' Album Supplements - Did you miss any?
Lighthouse New Zealand 1986
$ 28.00
Lighthouse New Zealand 1983
$ 16.00
Lighthouse Great Britain 1984
$ 17.00
Stanley Gibbons New Zealand hingeless 1987
$ 39.00
Stanley Gibbons New Zealand hingeless 1985
$ 22.00
Stanley Gibbons New Zealand standard 1985
$ 12.00
Premier NZ Stamp Album, simplified printed album to
1985 suitable for youth philately, a most attractive price
$ 36.30
Also available Premier First Day Cover Album refill (large)
$ 10.00
Marlate FDC small sized mounts in Black
$ 5.75
Stockbooks
Every Collector needs a Stockbook whether for short-term or long-tenn housing of
their stamps and the Lighthouse Range is the best. We can offer:
Medium Size
$ 14.95
L2/8, 8 pages, 6 strips/page, white cristal page protectors blue cover
LS2/8, as above in black, available in blue, brown, green and
$ 17.55
red covers
L2/16, 16 pages, 6 strips/page, white cristal page protectors,
$ 23.45
available in blue or red covers
$ 29.70
LS2116, as above in black, available in brown or green
Large Size
L4/8, 8 pages, 9 strips/page, white cristal page protectors,
$ 20.20
available in green or red covers
L4/8T, as above with central page divider, available in green or
$ 20.30
red covers
LS4/8, 8 pages, 9 strips per page, black cristal page
protectors, available in brown or red covers
$ 23.60
LKZS4/8, 8 pages, 9 strips per page, black clear plastic page
$ 25.90
protectors, available in blue, brown or red covers
LZS4/8, 8 pages, 9 strips per page, black clear plastic page
protectors, red cover
$ 38.00
LP4/l5, 15 pages,9 strips per page, white cristal page
$ 50.00
protectors, black cover
LS4116, as above in black, blue cover
$ 57.50
L4124, 24 pages, 9 strips per page, white cristal page
$ 60.00
protectors, available in green and red covers

FIFTEEN

1970 PICTORIALS
A good lineup of some of the more spectacular varieties from this series now very much in
demand and quickly appreciating in price particularly in the UK. Some of the prices in this
listing are verging on the exceptional and as "they're not making them anymore" may repay
careful scrutiny.
64

(a) P2a(z) lc Red Admiral Butterfly, watermark inverted, superb UHM
$200
block of four. This scarce item catalogued at $400
(b) P2c lc ditto, no watermark, blocks offour, one with bluish gum, one
$ 10
with clear gum, UHM
$600
(c) P2c(x) lc ditto, no watermark, red colour omitted - spectacular
$ 30
(d) P2c 1c ditto, marked shift of Ochre colour upwards - spectacular
$ 20
or Blue colour shift, wing markings shifted to right, single UHM
$ 80
65 (a) P3a(z) 2c Tussock Butterfly, inverted watermark, UHM block of four
(b) P3a bottom right selvedge block of twelve, plate lA (4) major
$ 15
retouches at row 9/18, row 8/17 and row 9/17
$200
(c) P3b(y) 2c ditto, no watermark, Yellow colour offset on back
$475
(d) P3b(x) 2c ditto, Black omission, superb UHM. (Catalogued $600)
(e) P3b(v) 2c ditto, Purple/Brown colour shift "The Homed Butterfly", the
$150
spectacular variety
(f) P3b 2c ditto, a similar variety this time in UHM block of four, Orange
$ 80
colour shifted upwards - Spectacular - major
(g) P3b 2c ditto, nice set of four UHM blocks of four. Clear gum, blue
gum, blue gum with very light green background, blue gum with
horizontal pre-printing paper crease and Yellow colour shift. Lovely set $200
Accessories
$ 63.00
L4/32T, as above with 32 pages ,maroon cover
$ 68.00
LP4/32, as above with padded binder available in black or red covers
LP4/32T, as above with central page divider, available in
$ 71.00
black and red covers
Block 4 for plate blocks, miniature sheets, etc., 16 pages,
$ 103.50
4 strips/page, black, available in green and blue covers
Two recommended books:
Collecting New Zealand Stamps by Dr Robin Gwynn
$ 21
Sixteen full colour plates, a very readable book on NZ philately
New Zealand Post 1990 Postal Impressions Book - Treasures
From NZ Post Collections:$ 20
The Art and Design ofNZ Stamps by Luit H Bieringa
NEW ZEALAND POST LTD LIMITED EDITION ALBUMS
Each contains a certificate of authenticity, signed by
the Chief Executive, NZ Post Ltd., together with colour separations and/or sheetlet
formats, etc., not available outside of these Presentation Albums.
1995 Maori Language, set of six in unique sheetlet of 24
$225.00
Te Tau 0 Te Reo Maori 1995 plus $1.80 colour separations
1995 Famous New Zealanders, set of six in blocks plus $1.80
$225.00
colour separations (Sir Richard Hadlee)
All plus GST plus post and packing
Also available is one copy of the previous NZ Post Ltd production, The Emerging
Years, 1920s, 1930s, 1940s and 1950s. Offered at $55.00 + GST + post and packing

SIXTEEN

1970 PICTORIALS (Cont)
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(a)

(b)
(c)
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(t)
(g)
(h)
(i)

G)
(k)
(I)
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(a)
(b)

(c)
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(a)
(b)
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(c)
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

P5a 3c Lichen Moss, watermarked. Nice set of five positional blocks
showing flaws and retouches. All major items with full descriptions
sent out by CP at the time of issue
P5a(z) 3c ditto, partial double perfs, top selvedge block of four
P5a(y) 3c ditto, inverted watermark in UHM block of four, bottom
selvedge
P6a 4c Pururi Moth, watermark two positional blocks showing notable
flaws this issue
P6a(z) Watermark inverted in unhinged mint block offour
P6c 4c ditto, unwatermarked, nice right selvedge strip of five showing
partial Brown omission at right
P6c(x) 4c ditto, Purple/Brown completely omitted - spectacular
P6c(w) 4c ditto, Blue colour totally omitted
P6c(y) 4c ditto, Light Green colour (wings) omitted
P6c(m) 4c ditto, major Blue colour shift upwards (3mm)
P6c(z) 4c ditto, Dark Green (wing veins) omitted
P6c 4c ditto, amazing set of six examples all showing variations of
colour registration - Dark Green shift, Blue shift, etc.
P6c 4c ditto, UHM block offour with Deep Green (wing veins) shifted
far to the right (4mm)
P6c(u) 4c ditto, block offour with HM (from booklets) showing major
Deep Green wing veins colour shift to the right
P6c 4c ditto, block of four showing defective print in Blue (light
blotchy print - lettering unreadable)
P7a 5c Scarlet Parrot Fish, watermarked, value blocks one showing
"$10" with $12 obliterated and matching block showing $10 value
P7a Top left selvedge block of six, showing at R3/2 two parallel bands
running down the right hand side of the stamp in the Green background.
Faulty etching
P7b 5c ditto, UHM block of four showing major shift in the Purple
colour (fins, tail, etc. lmm) - Spectacular upwards shift
P8a 6c Sea Horse, watermarked, bottom selvedge block of six showing
doctor blade flaw horizontally
P8b 6c ditto, unwatermarked, bottom selvedge blocks of four showing
blue gum and white gum
P8b(w) 6c ditto, Olive colour omitted (Catalogued $500)
P9a 7c Leather Jacket, unwatermarked two blocks (6 and 10) showing
major flaws distributed in currency of the issue row 8/11, row 10/12,
row 10/20
P9b(y) 7c ditto, unwatermarked, missing Black horizontal strip offour
showing Black omission in right hand copy (Catalogued $500)
P9b(x) 7c ditto, value block of six (LH) showing major Yellow colour
shift to the right - spectacular
P9b 7c ditto, bottom selvedge block offour UHM showing very dry
print in the Red/Brown top two stamps - Spectacular
P9b 7c ditto, bottom selvedge block of four showing very dry print in
the Black (fish's body) - another striking variety

$ 50
$ 50
$ 15
$ 12.50
$ 30
$300
$300
$450
$350
$ 75
$ 15
$125
$ 80
$100
$ 50
$ 50

$ 10
$ 40
$ 30
$ 15
$375
$ 20

$475
$100
$ 50
$100
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(a)
(a)

(b)
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(a)
(b)
(c)
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

PI0a(z) 7Y2c Garfish, all colours offset on back - Spectacular
Pllb 8c John Dory, unwatermarked selvedge block offour showing
major colour shift in the Green to the right and downwards 2mm spectacular
Pllb 8c ditto, Brown colour shift upward 2.5mm; left selvedge UHM
single
Pllb 8c ditto, UHM block of four with very dry print in the
background showing ribbed pattern in cellular etching of the Plate
P13a(z) lSc Maori Fish Hook, watermark inverted UHM example
from right selvedge
P13b lSc ditto, unwatermarked Black colour shift to the rightspectacular
P13b lSc ditto, partial Chestnut offset, no vertical top right selvedge
block of three, partial Chestnut offset including stamp value, etc. Spectacular
P14bx 18c Maori Fish Hook, left selvedge UHM example with Black
colour omission (Catalogued $500)
P14b 18c ditto, partial Black offset on back; top selvedge horizontal
pair
P14b 18c ditto, horizontal doctor blade flaw in Green in top selvedge
P19a(z) SOc Tasman Park Right Headland, (Pale Green) omitted
P19a(w) SOc ditto, major (Light Green) colour upwards (3mm) Spectacular
P19a(y) SOc ditto, pink shore omitted
SOc ditto, top selvedge block of nine, guide hole; row 3/6 "boat in
water" from plate 111
P30 4c on 2Y2c Magpie Moth, surcharge value block collection for the
specialist. The collection commences with a set of seven blocks from
various plates of the photogravure (London) surcharge with full
descriptions of all varieties. Then moves on to letterpress surcharge
with two blocks showing value block varieties P30b (1, 3 and 4).
Finally P30c local letterpress surcharge, two types - $5 sheet value
unaltered and the complete value $8 altered by rubber stamp. A
specialist set of twelve blocks catalogued over $300
P30a-c 4c on 2Y2c snrcharge ditto, fine collection of positional blocks
of flaws and variations found during the currency of the issue. Included
are P30a row 2/14 in 2Y2cent stamp and 4cent surcharge. Bottom
selvedge block of 16 showing row 9/6 and row 10/13, selvedge block of
8 showing row 4/13 (overprint bars) and bottom selvedge block of four
row 10/15. P30b (London letterpress) three top left selvedge blocks of
six R2/3 flaws in 2Y2c and surcharge and retouch (surcharge). Bottom
right selvedge block of eight RlO/17, RIO/18
P30b(v) 4c on 2Y2 cent ditto, offset on back se-tenant with normal
P30a(t) bars at top right and 4c at lower left - Spectacular shift
P30c 4c on 2Y2c ditto, local letterpress row 5/1 overprint bars almost
missing, in positional block of twelve
PA4a(z) Block of four, showing overprint embossed (Albino)
Catalogued $1200

$475

$100
$ 25
$ 60
$ 75
$ 75

$ 60
$400
$ 50
$ 40
$ 75
$ 60
$ 75
$ 20

$250

$ 75
$250
$250
$ 20
$375
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(a)
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(a)
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(a)
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(a)
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(a)

NZCHALONS
Continuing last month's listing.
Beautiful looking stamps - minor faults - pinpoint pricing
A5d(SG85) 6d Black-Brown, on Pe1ure unwatermarked paper,
imperforate, beautiful four marginal example, light marking to the left
of face, repaired and redrawn comer bottom right - does not detract
in the least (Catalogued $1,250)
A5d(SG85) Lovely four marginal example with very light mark off
the face, pale shade - most impressive
A5d(w)(SG88) 6d Black-Brown. Pelure paper, ditto, roulette 7.
Really lovely four marginal example of this rarity, marking off the
face - appearance superb. Cut into slightly right side top - Excellent
A6h(SG100) 1/- Green, imperforate NZ watermark. Another superb
four marginal with light mark well off the face. Invisible thin spot at
top margin
A6h(2)(SG100) 6d Yellow-Green ditto. Superb looking example
with margins just touching right bottom. Marking slightly over face
A6h 1/- Green ditto. Marginal copy if close at top left, marking
slightly over the face - very good
A2h(z) 2d Dull Deep Blue, early plate wear on thick soft white
paper, no watermark. Perf 13, lovely copy with marking off the face
centred a little high but really very attractive facially. Slight thin
(Catalogued $3,000)
A2j(x)(SG105) 2d Pale Blue, perf 13, NZ watermark. Lovely copy
with marking right off the face
A5f(x) 6d Red-Brown NZ watermark, perf 12Y2 - Magnificent
example with light marking and well centred
A6e(3)(SG79) 1/- Dull Yellow-Green, perf 13, Star watermark.
Superb example with light marking off the face, invisible filled
pinhole
A1n(SG126) 1d Reddish-Brown, intermediate plate wear, perf 10,
centred right. Light marking off the face, full perf at top
A3d(w)(SGl18a) 3d Mauve, issued imperforate. Lovely fine used
example with four huge margins, RPSL Certificate
A5k(2)(SG135) 6d Blue, perf l2~, Star watermark. Magnificent
used block of four, some perfs parted and stain one unit
A6m(1)(SG124) 1/- Green, perf l2~ ditto. Slight perf thin - Superb
looking copy if marking over the face
A4c(SG139) 4d Bright Orange-Yellow, perf l2~, unwatermarked,
fine used. Light Wellington cancellation at base, possibly CTO

$ 200
$ 975

$ 975

$ 200
$ 475
$ 375

$ 500
$ 275
$

85

$ 125
$

75

$ 300
$ 650
$

70

$ 500

HEALTH VARIETIES (Cant)
510

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

1966 Weka 4d T38b(x) inverted watermark, UHM
1967 Rugby 3c T39b(z) Rl/8, flaw, top selvedge block of four, UHM
Ditto R2/2, flaw, top left comer selvedge block offour, UHM
T40b(z) 1968 Olympics 3c RIll, flaw inside yellow circle near black
circle, UHM

$150
$ 8
$ 8
$

8

NINETEEN

HANGSELL PACKS
STOCKS LIMITED NOW - A CHANCE TO COMPLETE
77

(a) PEll/16a(i) (W) 1996 Scenic Self-adhesive Hangsell. The first
hangsell pack containing the residue ofjumbo rolls used for FDC
production. The two rows of three block format proves they are a
different printing to the regular issue rolls. This item is in very limited
quantity. 10 stamps (2x5) in hangsell pack

$40.00

(b) PD77/86a 1997 Wacky Letterboxes Self-adhesive Hangsell. The
balance ofjumbo rolls again cut into blocks of 2x5 on plain backing
paper. The orientation of the stamps is vertical compared to the booklet
which was horizontal.
10 stamps on plain backing in hangsell pack
(c) PD87/96a 1997 Creepy Crawlies Self-adhesive Hangsell. Blocks of
2x5 on plain backing paper from jumbo rolls. The positioning of the
stamps is different compared to the booklet. 10 stamps on plain backing
in hangsell pack
(d) 1998 Greetings Self-adhesive Hangsell. Another scarce hangsell
resulting from the residue of FDC production jumbo rolls. Different
from earlier such varieties in that two separate jumbo rolls were created
for the respective horizontal and vertical format stamps resulting in two
blocks on plain backing paper. Also unique to the hangsell is the
horizontal stamps (six designs) are horizontal mesh whereas the same
designs in the booklet are vertical mesh. The different arrangement of
stamps and the difference in mesh proves there were separate printings
for the booklets and the jumbo roll hangsells.

$30.00

Block of2x2 and block of2x3 on plain in hangsell
(e) 1998 Health Collector's Hangsell (including self-adhesive). The
hangsell packs designed for the convenience of post shops without
philatelic counters have previously contained the self-adhesive cut from
the rolls of 100 which are supplied in boxes. This scarce pack contains a
self-adhesive cut from the jumbo rolls used in First Day Cover
production. This is proved by the omission of all printing on the backing
paper. Collectors of the first four hangsell packs will want this pack to
complete the set. Three stamps, one MIS in hangsell pack

$25.00

CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTION
This month's offer of the Campbell Paterson Loose-Leaf Colour
Catalogue at a 20% Discount is an unbeatable opportunity. What's
better, you will receive the 1999 Supplementary Pages Absolutely Free.
If you or someone you know have always aspired to the "CP" This is
Your Chance (see page 12 this month).

$30.00

$10.00
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